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EDITORIAL

This number of Capital Philately marks sixteen years of regular quarterly publication.
During that period there have been only three editors, Alan Salisbury for the first five
years or so, Ed Druce until late 1989 and myself. This is the thirty-sixth editorial that I
written and it is time for a new editor. I am pleased to announce that Darryl Fuller will
take over the editorship from the first number of the next volume.

Alan Salisbury, in the inaugural editorial, outlined the risks to the Society of undertaking
such a venture. The major of these was the possibility of an enthusiastic start followed by
a long period of decline with the editor having to compose the whole number himself.
The hopes were for a journal that would provide a serious contribution to what philately
is about. The journal has been regularly published and the flow of articles has managed to
fill the pages without (too many) articles written solely by the editor to fill the spaces or
with recourse to re-publishing material from elsewhere. Most, but by no means all, of the
contributions have been from members of the Society and often represent their first
venture into philatelic writing. In this age of economic rationalism much stress is given to
evaluation and bench marking. In this respect Capital Philately scores highly. It has
consistently attained silver awards in national philatelic competition, few other Australian
philatelic journals exceed these results. As a further guide to our status, the Society now
has regular exchange agreements with about a dozen other philatelic journals; those
overseas include the Royal Philatelic Society of London to the Tin Canner from the
USA. These exchanges make an invaluable contribution to the Society'S library.

A striking feature of the Society is that, for at least the last thirty years or so, the
President changes every two years and that during that time no President has served a
second term. This is unusual among philatelic societies and is, in my opinion, one of the
reasons why the Society's program and its innovations are probably the best in Australia.
I am not suggesting that the editorship of Capital Philately should change every two
years but nine years is certainly too long!
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They are several areas that a new editor and editorial committee may wish to change.
First, I would suggest that many of the recent advances in electronic publishing could be
introduced. For several years the journal has been produced used simple word processing
technology but improvements to lay-out and to the reproduction of illustrations could be
made - these exceed the limited computer skills of the present editor. Second, the
financial balance sheet could be improved by attracting additional advertising (and
perhaps sponsorship) and by a concerted effort to increase the number of subscribers
who are not formal members of the Society. The need here is for an innovative business
manager, a post which has languished over recent years. Surely a member of the Society
could be found who would take over this role which, although important, is not unduly
demanding on time.

The content is a more difficult issue. There are many views on what should be included
in Capital Philately but, whatever these may be, the content is conditioned by the
material available from the contributors. In comparison with many Australian Society
journals, there is a problem in that those from the State capital cities have a ready-made
focus which relates to the postal history of their State. A theme not readily available to
the Australian Capital Territory. A measure of the strength of the Society is that, in the
last few years, two additional series of produced publications have been introduced.
These are the excellently produced newsletter of the Postcard Group, entitled Pastcard,
and the more recent Machinations, published by the Society'S Machin Group. Although
perhaps more radical, it might be worth exploring closer relationships between Capital
Philately and these other Society publications.

I would like to conclude my final editorial by thanking all those who have contributed
material over the last nine years. To select individual names is perhaps onerous, but I
would especially like to Ian McMahon for his consistent and valuable contributions
which have continued even after he became the inaugural editor of the Postal Stationery
Collector. I would also like to apologise again to those authors whose published material
has been marred by editorial errors; misplaced illustrations, the mis-spelling of names and
by my poor re-typing of original manuscripts.

It has been a pleasure (most of the time) and a privilege to edit Capital Philately for the
last nine years. I wish the new editor well and I hope continue to contribute material, to
give advice to the editorial committee but not to stifle change. To the Society thank you
and may the next sixteen volumes of Capital Philately be even more successful than the
first sixteen.

AWARDS - ISRAEL 98, SINGPEX 98 & TARAPEX
ISRAEL 98 was held in Tel Aviv from May 12-21, and SINGPEX 98 in Singapore from
July 23-26. The former was a full FIP International and the latter a FIAP Regional
exhibition. The results from Canberra-base members of the Society are given below:
ISRAEL 98

Ed Druce: Postal stationery of New South Wales, Gold (94) and Prize.
Tom Frommer: Australia's contribution to the development of world air mails
1914-1934, Large Gold (95) and Prize. This is the second Large Gold that Tom
has achieved with this display.

Continued on p.58
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THE ARCHIVAL VALUE OF POSTAL ITEMS - PART 1

Tom A. Adami

There was recently a discussion on stamps in archival repositories and some interesting
comments were made by archivists from around the US and Australia. I would like to
share the views of professionals who are not normally associated with the collecting
pursuits of the philatelist we are all familiar with.
Although the discussions were around adhesive
stamps to begin with the wider implications were for
general postal items in archival collections.

Basically the discussions revolved around when it
would be appropriate to take in stamps to an archival
repository. It all began with the following request for
help:

"I am a graduate student with a specialty
in Archival Studies and I need some
assistance with a potential major research Figure 1-Engraving for Imperial
project. I am interested in how postage Penny Postage, 1898.
stamps are viewed by the professional
archive community. When discussing this with my advisor, there was a
common concern whether or not postage stamps are considered to be the
kind of record that an archive would actively pursue as they are mass
produced and are collected by philatelic museums and libraries and by the
federal government[US]. Thus, I have three questions to ask:

1) What are your views on postage stamps in archives? Do they belong?
(Please provide your reasoning)

2) If you view stamps to be appropriate, how would you go about collecting
them? (actively, passively through donations, on a topical/thematic basis,
etc.)

3) Do you know of any archives, outside of the philatelic museums »and
libraries, that have stamps as part of their collections? Either in complete
collections, individually or still with the original envelopes?

David Sharron dsharron@mnsi.net Sent: Wednesday, March 11, 1998
7:54 PM To: US Archives listserv Subject: Postage Stamps & Archives -
Research

There was a general response that they did not constitute a valid 'record'. They were
not primary sources which was what archival institutions concerned themselves with to a
large degree. However, they could in certain circumstances enhance a collection, add to
a record or documents associated metadata, and help in verifying a records authenticity.

The following are responses from other archivists on the listserv and they make for
rather interesting reading. I have listed them in groups of similar responses. The last
message is probably the most interesting and was posted by an archivist from Georgia
State University who is working on research in this area. They are also in a rough
chronological order.
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1. There are two ways to look at your question:
First, are stamps "record" material? The answer to this is obviously no, unless
you are the V.S Postal Service or the same for another country. [True archives
preserve records which under normal circumstances does not include secondary
printed materials and/or extra copies of documents].
Second, if stamps are not "record" material do they belong in a non-archival
collection. This would depend on the type of material held and the acquisition
policy. For example: An institution holding a manuscript collection relating to
trains might be interested in acquiring a collection of stamps depicting trains,
especially if it had been accumulated by someone who was instrumental in
assembling the collection. The same might be true for an institution holding the
papers of a person who was interested in philately or whose papers included a
stamp collection
In the latter two cases the stamps "enhance the picture" of the subject of the
collection and might be a valuable addition if handled properly.

1. Your questions don't cover the basic issue -- probably because it is obvious
to everyone -- but just for the record: stamps receive postmarks which
effectively date when a letter was MAILED (which might differ from when it was
WRITIEN by a day or years). Thus the envelope and its stamp can have
important legal and other values re the letter inside. (It is understood
that the envelopes and letters could have been switched by accident or
intentionally, but it is still strong circumstantial evidence of date of
mailing.)

Setting aside the theoretical issues of whether mass produced
items belong in an archives -- I tend toward the view that an archival
repository is at times forced to function also a museum because no one
else is doing that task -- stamps in a collection probably increase the risk
of items being stolen, not for the letter but for the cash value of the
stamps. Thus, if the decision is made to keep the stamps, it may be
necessary to separate the envelopes from the collection which requires
dating the letters before removal.

The user doesn't care what the collecting policy of the repository is, only
that she/he can access the material in which they are interested. I think archivists
need to be cautious about blanket exclusions based on archival theories. This
shop doesn't actively seek to acquire stamp collections, but we would be open to
the possibility if, on balance, such a collection seemed to enhance our holdings.

Finally, stamps also have considerable exhibit potential and might
convince a viewer to give you a collection which the donor thought you might
want for "the pretty stamps" but which you want because of the correspondence
therein.

Thomas Wilden berg, Archivist AAHPERD thomas-w@aahperd.org

Frank Cook

issue

Figure 2-
The Ben

Franklin 5
cent first US

I agree with Frank Cook's posting and would add that, in one of my
previous jobs, I inherited a collection where a former librarian cut out all stamps
from the envelopes and used them as a fund-raising tool for the archives by
selling them at auction. Not recommended (at least by me).
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Peter J. Wosh Dir., Archives Program Hist Dept NYU wosh@is.nyu.edu

I believe an archives would collect mint stamps only (1) if they had some
relationship to the collection or donor, for
example, the individual is a stamp artist, or like I
previously said they relate to the organization.
I envision the Disney Archives or the Warner
Brothers Archives collecting stamps issued by
various nations that depict their characters,
movies, etc. I can also believe an archives
would collect mint stamps if it was a logical
extension of an existing collection ....for
example, the local Americans for Israel donates

an Israeli stamp collection and wishs to provide funds or endowment for its
continued growth (additions of new issues).

The only case in my Department that I know where we collected (or I
should say saved) the mint stamps was when we found some within Civil War
correspondence and here, the stamps, reflect the contents of the materials, e.g.
sending them to someone else.

Figure 3 - The registered
package in which the Hope

Diamond was mailed.

Dean DeBolt

I think that there is a place in archival collection for postal items and not
just stamps. It of course depends on the collecting institution and there collecting
brief. I can imagine that an archive that had the personal papers of Sir Rowland
Hill or any other great figure in the history of philately or the development of the
UPU for instance would be mad not to accept philatelic items or general postal
items that fir in with their broad collecting brief. Of course one would have to
assess the institutions role, i.e. is it purely a collecting archive or an archive that
passively takes donations. So I think they definitely belong in certain
circumstances.

As stated above it would need some context with which to justify the
collecting be it either active of passive collection. If it was a serious archive I
don't think the 'topical / thematic' question comes into it. Their indexing or
control system would decide to a large degree how the items are arranged.

I am not completely certain but I believe we at the National Archives of
Australia have some as part of the Australia Post series of flies. Don't quote me
on this one as I have only worked here for 6 months now. I know that Australia
Post has it's own archive and they would definitely have stamps as well as other
postal items. As I said above an institution that had personal papers of famous
figures related to philately would surely have stamps. I have seen items on file at
various places I have worked in the Australian Public Service that included
envelopes, telegrams and so on.

Mr. Tom A. Adami National Archives of Australia toma@aa.gov.au URL-
http://www.aa.gov.au
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I agree that Frank Cook's response was the best so far that have read. It is our
practice that stamped items remain intact with collections since envelopes, for example,
provide research clues that are unavailable from other materials in the collection. This is
not always true ...but it is a primary corollary for guidance. Certainly in some cases there
are philatelic materials in a person's papers that have some distinction (for example, an
Olympic athlete receives as a gift a collection of Olympic stamps) and these remain with
the materials. Certainly some stamps issued on behalf of institutions (like a lOOth
anniversary commemorative of Lee and Washington University) ....I would expect the
archives to have copies of the stamp, signed and autographed artist drawings, first-day
ceremonies, etc.

I would note that as an early member of the illinois Postal History Society,
stamped covers provided us information as to changes in town names, postmatsers
(especially if franked by postmasters, dates, how mail arrived in town (stage, packetboat,
etc.) and other nuances that as a historian I found useful in understanding the town
history. I am researching a West Florida town whose name apparently changed
sometime in 1885 ....the postal records in Washington are somewhat vague as to the
accepted name of the town and when/how the new and old names were used ....thus mail
cancelled at the town will help me narrow down the choice. To cite this town, it was
named Lake DeFuniak upon settlement in 1881-1883 period ..and held this name, at least
until February 1885. The during the first Florida Chautuauqua held during that month, a
number of learned visitors noted that it was NOT a lake, but a spring, and the town
began to be called DeFuniak Springs. For my research and book on the Florida
Chautuauqua, it has become another interesting sideline of exactly how and when the
name changed and was used!

Dean DeBolt, University Librarian Special Collections and West Florida Archives
University of West Florida Library E-mail: ddebolt@uwf.edu

To be continued.

AUSTRALIAN PHILATELIC FEDERATION
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Protecton 290mm x 252mm per 50 $15.00
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TASMANIAN STAMP DUTY RATES 1863-1881

Ian McMahon

Revenue stamps have recently become a class their own right at international exhibitions.
In moving beyond a basic collection of revenue stamps the revenue collector, like the
collector of adhesive stamps, can enhance their collection by including revenue stamps
'on cover' ie revenue stamps properly used on the documents relating to the transaction
on which they were paying duty. Such documents include receipts, cheques, share
transfer documents, mortgage agreements and insurance policies as well as cigarette
boxes and perhaps beer kegs even if the latter are unlikely to be exhibited. In including
such documents the revenue collector needs to have some knowledge of the rates of
duty. Such information is often not as readily available as postage rates.

The early stamp duty rates of many of the Australian colonies are however relatively
easily accessible in the statistical returns of the colonies. In Vol 7 page 51 of Capital
Philately, I summarised some of the stamp duty rates of Queensland. In this article I
summarise some of the stamp duty rates of Tasmania as they are given in the Statistical
returns of the Colony of Tasmania ('The Blue Book').

Stamp Duty was introduced in Tasmania in 1863 following the passing of the Act to
Provide for the Raising of Stamp Duties in Tasmania which came into effect on 24
September 1863. While postage stamps could also be used for the payment of stamp
duty, duty stamps, depicting St George and the Dragon, were issued in 1863. These and
the impressed duty stamps introduced in the 1880s and which depict the platypus are
described in Craig and Ingles' book The Revenue and Railway Stamps of Tasmania
(1978) and further updated in the Handbook of Tasmanian Revenue Stamps (1997) by
Craig.

Table 1 is a simplified list of the rates applying during the period 1863-1881. The list is
simplified in that often complex defmitions, conditions and exemptions apply to the
various categories and these are not detailed in the table below. In addition not all
Government Charges for which revenue stamps could be used are necessarily listed. As
Dingle Smith has discovered when preparing his revenue collections for display, the first
task in deciphering the rate used on a given document is often to determine the type of
document being dealt with ie is the document a deed, a bond or merely a receipt? This
may involve consulting the Stamp Act and regulations, details of which are beyond the
scope of this article.

On 1 October 1868, a range of new duties were levied, many relating to mortgages and
stamp duty on share transfer was introduced in 1869. Many rates were established in
1863 and maintained throughout the whole period reported in 'The Blue Book' in 1881.

Ed. The significance of this information on stamp duty rates is illustrated in the article
that follows in this issue of Capital Philately. This shows that the duty of promissory

notes continued at the rates that applied in the in 1881 for some years but at a later date
was markedly increased.
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Table 1 Tasmanian Stamp Duty Rates 1863-1881

Agreements over £10 1/-
Valuations of estates 1/-
Apprenticeship
• from 1863 2/6
• from 1870 5/-
Articles of Clerkship £5
Attested copy of an instrument stamped under the Stamp Duty Act 6d
Awards over £10
• from 1863 2/6
• from 1870 5/-
Certificate of Title or Transfer relating to an interest in land (until 2/6
1869)
Bills of Sale (until 1869) 2/6
Certificate of Satisfaction of any Mortgage (from 1870)
• less than £100 2/6
• £100-£250 5/-
• £250-£500 7/6
• £500-£1000 10/-
• Over £1000 £1
Conveyance (introduced 1 October 1868)
• up to £100 5/-
• each additional £50 5/-
Charter party or agreement relating to freight 2/6
Declaration of use or trust in writing not being a deed or will 2/6
Declaration of use or trust in writing not being a deed or will (from 5/-
1870)
Deeds (from 1863-69) 2/6
Deeds under Real Property Act (from 1868) 5/-
Bond or Deed for payment of money (from 1868)
• up to £100 2/6
• every additional £50. 2/6
Other Bonds (from 1870) 5/-
Denoting Stamp as defmed in the Stamp Act (introduced 1 October 5/-
1868)
Draft or order on a Banker (excluding Savings Bank and the 1d
Colonial Treasury) (Introduced 1868)
Inland Bills of Exchange or Promissory Notes (excluding cheques,
banknotes, treasury bills):
• up to £25 3d
• £25-£50 6d
• £50-£100 . 1/-
every additional £50 6d

Foreign Bills of Exchange or Promissory Notes (excluding cheques,
banknotes, treasury bills; other exceptions also apply; from 1868):
• uRto £25

..
3d

• £25-£50 6d
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• £50-£100 1/-
every additional £50 6d

Lease of land, houses etc with annual rents exceeding £20. 2/6
Letter or Power of Attorney
• from 1863 2/6
• from 1870 5/-
Life Insurance:
• where the policy is for up to £250, for each £100 or part thereof 3d
• for 20licies £250- £500, for each £100 orpart thereof 6d
• for policies £500- £1000, for each £100 or part thereof 1/-
• for policies exceeding £1000, for each £100 or part thereof over 1/-

£1000
Insurance against fire
• up to £100 6d
• for every £100 or part thereof over £100 6d
Other insurance policies
• where the premiums do not exceed 10/- per cent, for every £100 1d

or portion thereof insured
• where the premiums are between 10/- to 25/- per cent, for every 2d

£100 or portion thereof insured
• where the premiums are between 25/- to 30/- per cent, for every 4d

£100 or portion thereof insured
• where the premiums are between 30/- to 40/- per cent, for every 8d

£100 or portion thereof insured
• where the premiums are between 40/- to 50/- per cent, for every 9d

£100 or portion thereof insured
• where the premiums exceed 50/- per cent, for every £100 or 1/-

portion thereof insured
Lease of land, houses etc with annual rents exceeding £20. 2/6
Mortgage (introduced 1 October 1868)
• up to £100 2/6
• every additional £50 2/6d
• of uncertain amount £12/10/0
Mortgage Transfer (introduced 1 October 1868)
• up to £100 2/6
• every additional £50 2/6d
Power of Attorney for proxy at a meeting (introduced 20 October 1d
1880)
Script of Mining Co, each less than £5 (introduced 1 November Id
1870)
Share Transfers (introduced 22 October 1869)
• For ev~ry £10 value 6d
Share Transfers (from 1870)
• less than £2 1d
• £2 - £5 3d
• £5 - £10 6d
• each additional £10 6d
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Release from Mortgage (from 1870)
• less than £100 2/6
• £100-£250 5/-
• £250-£500 7/6
• £500-£1000 10/-
• Over £1000 £1
Release from any other sum £40 or over (introduced 1 October 1d
1868)
Registration of a company, per £1 of capital (introduced 8 1d
November 1881)
Warrant of Attorney
• from 1863 2/6
• from 1870

up to £100 2/6
every additional £50 2/6d
of uncertain amount £12/10/0

SINGPEX 98
Tom Frommer: Australia - air mail labels and vignettes. Vermeil (82).
Dingle Smith: The revenues of Queensland. Vermeil (80).

TARAPEX98
TARAPEX 98, August 7-9, was the national show for New Zealand for the year 1998. It
was housed in the spacious TSB stadium in New Plymouth, an excellent venue
overlooked by the snow-clad Mt. Taranaki. Tom Frommer was both the Australian
Commissioner and a Judge for TARAPEX. The results for the four entries submitted
from Canberra were;

Hans Karman: Australian privileged mail 1830s to 1920s. Gold (89) and Grand
Award Overseas.
Ian McMahon: Canadian envelopes and postcards. Large Vermeil (84) and Prize.
Dingle Smith: The revenues stamps of Tasmania. Large Silver (74).

In the postcard class:
Hubert Goran: New Hebrides. Large Vermeil (84).

The results continue the high standard achieved by members over the last few years at all
levels of exhibition. It is of note that all four exhibits at TARAPEX were only a single
mark below the next class of award! So we can expect even better results in the future!
The Taranaki Philatelic Society are to be congratulated in arranging such an excellent
show, like our own Society this is an example of a single club mounting a full national
exhibition.
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TASMANIAN STAMP DUTY RATES
PROMISSORY NOTES

Dingle Smith

The article in this issue by Ian McMahon, entitled Tasmanian Stamp Duty Rates, is an
excellent and much needed addition to the literature on the revenues of the Australian
States. If revenue exhibits are to obtain optimum marks in competitive displays it is
essential for documents that illustrate use to be included and that the duty rates are
explained. This is the revenue analogue of details on postal rates and routes in postal
history exhibits. One can go further and comment that knowledge of rates is also
essential to understand the denominations, adhesive or impressed, that were available for
the payment of stamp duties. Although Ian McMahon modestly states that such
information is available in the statistical returns from the colonies, it has never, to the
best of my knowledge, been published in the philatelic literature. It is to be hoped that he
will provide similar information for the other States, in addition to those already
published in Capital Philately for Queensland (McMahon, 1989) and Tasmania
(McMahon, 1998).

The significance of the information given for the stamp duty rates in Tasmania can be
illustrated by reference to the duty charged on promissory notes. The payment of duty on
promissory notes was indicated by the use of impressed duty dies, all of which feature
the platypus in their design. Bassett Hull (1890) provides an account of introduction of
these impressed duty stamps.

The first move to the use of impressed duty, embossed by the use of special dies, was
heralded by the Stamp Act which came into force on 1 November 1865. This specified
that payment of stamp duties could by , ... denoted by a stamp, either impressed upon the
paper whereon any such instrument is written or by an Adhesive Stamp affixed thereon'.
The initial dies were limited to a value of Id and were mainly used on cheques. However,
in April 1875 the Secretary of the Post Office [in Tasmania] remarked favourably on a
letter from the Colonial Secretary of New Zealand that extolled the use of impressed dies
to denote the collection of duty as it aided the separation of postage and revenue
accounts.

On January 5 1877, an order was sent to England for a series of dies to be used to
denote the stamp duty on various documents. These dies were to be supplied with
moveable date plugs and for the following values, 1d, 2d, 3d, 6, 1/-, 2/6, 5/-, 7/6, 10/-,
Ll, L5, LI0, LI2/10/- and L20. The order also commented that ' ...each Die to have
engraven thereupon the design forwarded herewith of the Ornithorhyncus paradoxus' - in
less formal language the platypus !At this stage the relevance of the rates summarised by
McMahon become of wider interest. For instance the duties listed include the values 7/6,
and LI2/10/- and several of the other values are simple multiples of progressive rates ie.
share transfers increase in multiples of 6d for each additional value of LlO.

The deficiencies in the number of denominations available in the January 5 1877 order
were to some extent remedied by an additional order placed with the manufacturer in
England in April 1880. The additional values were for 1/6, 2/-, 3/-, 3/6, 4/-, and 4/6.
These·denominations. were required, in part, for use on promissory notes where, as
described by McMahon, the duty increased by 6d for increments of each LSO. Such
promissory notes were required to formalise most forms of loans.
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~ ..

Figure 1 Duty on promissory notes to mid-1898 (illustrations at 70% of original)
Top to bottom: 3d on L14-2-1O; 6d. N L44-0-0; 1/- on L91-15-6;

3/6 n L320-0-0-; 10/- on Ll,OOO-O-O
N01E: the 10/-, 3/- and two 6d impressions have dated slugs.
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A further step in the story was the introduction, in late 1881, of coloured embossing in
various shades of red. The use of coloured inks was solely to improve the visibility of the
embossed impression and replaced the earlier method which was to emboss the stamp
without ink, usually described as colourless embossed impressions. The press to produce
coloured embossing was ordered from England in February 1881. The order was for a
'Richmond Automatic Cameo colour stamping press for producing coloured stamps
from the dies furnished by De La Rue and Co'.

The final series of platypus dies were ordered in July 1889 and was for the following
values; 9d, 1/3,6/-, 7/-, 8/-,9/- and L2/1O/-. These:fill gaps in the 6d increments of many
of the stamp duties. The 9d and 1/3 denominations are especially rare and this is
undoubtedly because there were very few duty rates that included such values. Equally
values in excess of L1 are uncommon, a perception re-inforced by the scarcity values
give in Craig (1997).

The details of the dates and orders for the dies etc. are excellently described in Bassett
Hull (1890) but, in common with other philatelic authors at that time, there is no specific
mention of what the duty rates were. This has a parallel with similar descriptions of the
issue of postage stamps, rarely is there an account of what the rates were for. Again the
importance of McMahon's contribution is apparent.

Duty on Promissory Notes
McMahon lists the duty rates for promissory notes for the period 1863 to 1881, the duty
was 3d for values up to L25, 6d for values from L25-L50, 1/- for L50-L100 with an
additional6d for every additional L50. The examples, see Figure 1, illustrated these rates
with examples dated between late 1883 and late 1889.

Attention is drawn to the 10/-,3/- and two 6d impressions which are 'dated'. Each of the
platypus dies had three circular openings designed for the insertion of numerical dies that
give day, month and the first two digits of the year. Thus; 20, 4 and 87 indicate the date
of 20 April 1887. Only one set of platypus dies (and likely the date numerals) was
available, so that the impressions could only be embossed in Hobart. This system was
cumbersome and time-consuming and, starting about 1885, it was progressively
abandoned. Craig (1997) gives 1896 for the last known dated examples although Ihave
not seen any as late as this.

It is clear from the study of a large number of promissory notes with dated impressions,
that the embossed duty and dates were applied well ahead of the actual date of issue.
This is clear from the dated examples in Figure 1. The single 6d impression is dated 6
December 1886 but the issue date was 23 December 1886, for the 3/6 example the
impressions are dated 20 April 1887 but issued 6 June 1887, and for the 10/- example the
dates are 3 September 1883 and 16 November 1883. This would suggest that individual
banks (the examples shown are from banks in Launceston) held a supply of pre-stamped
promissory notes which, in some cases, were dated. The same applies to the earlier
colourless impressions of the platypus impressions but as these are difficult to reproduce
they have been omitted from the illustrations given in this account.

The piece illustrated in Figure 2 shows an undated 6d and a dated 1/6 (11 June 1888).
This perhaps indicates that the practice of dating 6d impressions ceased before that for
the 1/6 values. However, it is unclear why two separate impressions were used rather
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Figure 3 Increased duty on promissory notes (illustrations at 70% of original)
Top to bottom: 1/- on L29-10-11; 1/6 on L56-6-0; 7/6 on L360-15-7; and 9/6 on L460-

16-7
All of the impressions have undated slugs.

By this time sufficient embossing dies were available for most duty rates,
the exception is the rate of 9/6 which required two separate impressions.
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than a single one - the reason may be that the 2/- die (which Bassett Hull records as
ordered in 1880) had not arrived by this date.

Figure 2 Portion of a promissory note, with dated (11 June 1888), 1/6 impression and
undated 6d.

(illustration at 70% of original)

The Introduction of New Rates
The selection of promissory notes, illustrated in Figure 3, all have issues dates after early
1893. All of these have new and increased rates of duty. Analysis of these, and of other
examples in author's collection, indicate that by this time that the earlier rates had all
doubled. Thus, the lowest rate (for notes of less than L2S) had increased to 6d, that for
L2S-S0 to 1/- with the above LlOO rate at 1/- for each additional L100. None of the
examples have dated impressions, ie. the date slugs are blank.

Lacking written information on the dates for the increase in duty on promissory notes
(McMahon's account ceases for 1881), the introductory date can only be estimated from
the evidence of the promissory notes to hand. The last date at the old rate was for 11
December 1891 and the first at the new rate 13 June 1893. The likely date for the change
is thought to be either 1 January 1892 or 1 January 1893. The double strike of 9/- and 6d
in Figure 3 was necessary as there was never a die for the combined value of 9/6.

These examples of promissory notes demonstrate the value of the duty rates described by
McMahon for 1881. Clearly, the next step is to find and publish, the rates for subsequent
years. The challenge of tracking down such information is one of the attractions of
collecting revenue stamps for the Australian colonies.
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THE IMPRESSED DUTY STAMPS OF THE BRITISH COLONIAL EMPIRE
BY WILLIAM A. BARBER

The last twenty years have seen significant increase in the collection and exhibiting of
revenue stamps. This is certainly the case for the revenues of the Australian States both
for those issued before and after Federation. Progressively publications have appeared
that describe, or at least list, the revenue stamps of the individual states - the only
exception is for Victoria. However the detailed coverage for impressed duty stamps is
generally poor, here the exceptions are the publications of Delzme for Western Australia
Australia and by Craig for Tasmania. The situation is similar for other British
Commonwealth countries, for example the comprehensive catalogue by Barefoot does
not include impressed duty stamps. Against this background, the publication of
Impressed duty stamps of the British Colonial Empire by William Barber is a most
valuable addition to the literature on revenue stamps.

Barber defines impressed stamps as ' ... printed on the document itself by any process,
embossing or surface-printing, where the stamp had no prior existence previous to its
application or use'. A major category of impressed stamps are those that are embossed
with a raised design, these can either be colourless or coloured. Another group are
described as 'direct impressed', these are directly printed onto the document as an
integral part of the overall printing process, an example is the printing of duty paid
(usually with a value) onto cheques.

The publication by Barber is sub-titled 'preliminary listing'. The aim is to provide a
starting point from which collectors can contribute additional information. In general, the
coverage for the Australian States is based on already published accounts although the
listing for Victoria is new and based on information contributed by Max Hayes and Dave
Evans. There is ample scope for Australian collectors to provide additional detail.

The major value of the publication is that is heightens awareness of this neglected area
which is an important part of revenue collecting and exhibiting. It also provides a
framework classification which, hopefully, will act as a spur for Australian collectors to
provide additional information for Australian material of this kind. Even better would be
for Australian collectors to combine to publish a comprehensive listing for all Australiana
States. It is interesting to note that the Commonwealth Government of Australia has
never used impressed duty stamps in any significant way. William Barber would be
pleased to hear from any collector of Australia revenues who can provide additions to
this preliminary listing, either for the Australian States or for other areas of the British
Commonwealth. The only quibble I have with this most useful publication is the title as
'The British Colonial Empire', this seems an unfortunate as the monograph includes
examples of impressed devices used well after full independence from the United
Kingdom!

William Barber's address is 804, Sugar Maple Lane, Chesapeake, VA 23322, USA This
address can be used both to order copies of the study and to contribute additional
information. The publication comprises 164 pages, is profusely illustrated and with ring
binding; the cost is $US30.00 postage paid airmail from the USA.

Dingle Smith
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YOUR FAVOURITE DEALER

Write, phone or fax for your free copy of one of our competitive price lists:

1. Australia and Territories
2. Australian States
3. New Zealand

4. South Pacific Islands

We stock most brands of albums, catalogues and accessories, you can order them by providing us
with two business days notice prior to one of the Canberra shows which we attend regularly.

We regularly attend the Griffin Centre Sunday Shows
Hope to see you there on the Second Sunday in every month.

We also service wants lists and provide professional insurance valuations. we buy and sell quality
stamps and collections, postcards, phonecards and cigarette cards. We accept Bankcard,

Mastercard, Visa, American Express, cheques money orders and (of course') cash.
Give is a try, you'll be pleasantly surprised by our competitive prices and friendly service.

PO Box 478 Avalon Beach, NSW 2107
Phone: 0299745707 Fax: 0299741177
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Only one stamp magazine provides
the complete coverage "down under"

Stamp ~~RlY,~
Australasia's

leading magazine
The leader for news
The leader for comment
The leader for circulation
The greatest coverage of Australian
and Pacific news of any Stamp Magazine
in the World

Sample copy, subscriptions and
aovertisinq rates on request.

All major credit cards accepted.

Stamp News Australasia
PO Box 1410.

Dubbo , NSW. 2830. Australia
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